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Bombard the Bourgeois Headquarters of CoRIM

"The opportunists are the bourgeois enemies of the proletarian revolution."
Lenin

"The bourgeoisie knows that the revisionists in the midst of the workers' movements are the best
defenders of the bourgeoisie, better than the bourgeoisie itself."

Lenin
"To study revisionism in depth, as the enemy is studied, is a must because we are in a war to death
with it; We must study it, disembowel it, and show its monstrosity before the entire world. Armed
with Maoism, which is the summit of Marxism, with the People's War, and with the Party, mobilizing
the masses, we shall expose and crush all those lies. The main thing is to support the advance of
world revolution."

President Gonzalo
"Nothing and nobody will be able to stop us; neither imperialism, nor reaction, nor revisionism, nor
even nature."

Central Committee of the Communist Party of Peru

The Committee of the Revolutionary Internationalist Movement (CoRIM), headed and manipulated
by the Yankee revisionist, Avakian, recently distributed their magazine, A World to Win (AWTW,
Vol. 6, no. 7, Dec., 1996), in which we clearly see their position converging with Right Opportunist
Line (ROL). They maliciously repeat over and over again that the peace accord hoax originates in
the midst of the Party and constitutes a two-line struggle in opposition to what the PCP Central
Committee established, crushing that hoax and clearing the way for the strategic counteroffensive of
the People's War, toward the conquest of power in all the country. Let's analyze this in detail:

In CoRIM's document, "Twists and Turns in the Two-Line Struggle," published in AWTW, we read
the following about Margie Clavo's turnaround change: "Of particular note is Clavo's claim to have
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spoken on several occasions with Chairman Gonzalo, whom she 'credits' with winning her to
support the peace accords."

"It is hardly necessary to point to the seriousness of this situation. First of all, the fact that a major
leader of the Central Committee has changed her position and is now supporting the Right
Opportunist Line is itself a significant blow to the Party leadership. Moreover, her claim to have
met with Chairman Gonzalo further strengthens suppositions that Chairman Gonzalo is indeed
proposing the line of seeking a peace accord." (AWTW, page 34)

Here CoRIM pretends to show that a "major leader of the (PCP) Central Committee has changed her
position" in favor of the "peace agreement" hoax, a change that took place when she met President
Gonzalo, who according to SIN and Co-RIM heads the ROL. The truth is that the government of the
genocidal reptile Fujimori, as part of its low intensity warfare, has used the complicity of the
reactionary written press of Peru (like the daily, La Republica, the same one publishing the hoax
about "assuming and fighting" the ROL) as well as television to introduce whom the dictatorship
had labeled a "high-ranking leader of the PCP Central Committee," meaning Margie Clavo, for the
object of slandering our beloved President Gonzalo and attempting to resurrect the corpse of the
"peace agreements" counter-revolutionary hoax, which has been crushed by more and more
Marxist-Leninist-Maoist, Gonzalo Thought People's War led by the PCP and its Central Committee.

The corpse of the "peace agreement" hoax is still propagated abroad by CoRIM. These boldfaced
revisionists in fact promote the ROL and are servants of Yankee Imperialism, opposed to the PCP
Central Committee, the People's War, with the nefarious aim of slandering President Gonzalo, who
is kept in the most draconian isolation.

As clearly pointed out by the PCP Central Committee in "International Directive, 1993": "The hoax
had been crushed, thus showing that the old State and the dictatorship are in profound
difficulties which they will not be able to overcome. The Party has been strengthened and has
closed ranks around President Gonzalo, the Bases of Party Unity (BUP) and the People's
War."

The stunning actions by the PCP ( such as the recent attack on the Ate-Vitarte military barracks in
Lima, in which more than 25 members of the reactionary forces were annihilated and abundant
material was captured) are proof of the advancement of the People's War in Peru and the crushing of
the "peace agreement" counterrevolutionary hoax, promoted only by the Peruvian regime and the
"high ranking leaders" that they appoint in the prisons; and by Yankee revisionist, Avakian, in
CoRIM. The ROL was crushed by the PCP and the revolutionary masses in 1994. However, there
remains some residue of this revisionist and capitulationist ROL abroad. The main head of the ROL
is the CoRIM manipulated by the Yankee Revisionist, Avakian.

Let's examine the track record of the agent of Yankee Imperialism: When the dictatorship
announced the counterrevolutionary hoax in late 1993, Avakian and the CoRIM took advantage of
the long silence to withdraw and hide away every PCP document in its six libraries and distribute
the counterrevolutionary hoax. Later on, having seen the PCP position and the continued
development of the People's War and the crushing of the hoax, besides the honest support abroad by
various individuals and organizations for the People's War in Peru, these revisionist serpents began
to propagate their eclectic position according to which the "peace agreement" emerged from the
ranks of the PCP and therefore constituted a Two-Line Struggle. As our Comrade Alfred Michel
pointed out: "A betrayal has never been found to constitute the base for the political line of a
Communist Party." How this black clique collaborates with the genocidal Fujimori dictatorship and
their Yankee Imperialist masters to spread propaganda about this putrefactive corpse that is the
ROL, as shown by their echoing the declaration about "high-ranking leaders" appointed by Fujimori
in the prisons.
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Appearing in the same AWTW issue is another article, written by an agent of Avakian and entitled
"Virtual Maoism and Real Opportunism, " which basically is an attack against our comrades in MPP
(USA) and where they try to lump them together with the position of the opportunist Luis Arce
Borja (LAB) and the informer Adolfo Olaechea (AO.) In reality, Avakian and his acolytes attempt to
hide their position which converges with that of LAB and AO (their former allies). This attack
against the MPP has as the main feature that it was the MPP (USA) who exposed and disemboweled
LAB and his mobilization of opportunism, and at the same time the MPP brought to daylight the
true face of Yankee Revisionist, Robert Avakian, a black head raising the putrefactive ROL corpse
abroad. The MPP (USA) was upholding, defending and mainly applying Marxism-Leninism-
Maoism, Gonzalo Thought, mainly Gonzalo Thought, proving before the world the monstrous
character of Yankee Revisionist, Avakian, and crushing his dark objectives.

President Gonzalo told us in a beautiful proletarian poem: "Nothing can stop the revolution. Why
would the sparks rebel against the fire?" Individual egoism is worth nothing. The masses mean
everything. If we are to be something, it will be as part of the masses." We ask: Have the glory
seekers, such as LAB and AO, or the Yankee Revisionists headed by Avakian, any power against
the immense conflagration of the People's War in Peru and the Great Wave for the World Proletarian
Revolution? NO!

Revisionism already lost the match; the only remaining factor is time. The problem is already
defined: the garbage has begun to be swept off, burned; they lost the match the instant they became
revisionists, as the match is lost as soon as principles are abandoned. On the other hand, in the
article, "A Hard Look at the Dangers and Opportunities In the Two-Line Struggle In Peru," written
by another one of Avakians' acolytes, besides a continuation of the "two-line struggle" and the
slander against President Gonzalo, we see the alliance they hold with the heirs of the repented
Esparza (who ultimately was pardoned by Fujimori) that is with the self-proclaimed "leading
committee" MPP-Malmo (Sweden), an ugly engender of Avakian and Esparza. Let's look at what
the article says:

"There is some development that has given more credibility to claims of Chairman Gonzalo's
involvement (in the ROL). Members of his family abroad claim that on two occasions they were
telephoned by Peruvian authorities who put Chairman Gonzalo on the line." ....."Almost a dozen
major documents have now filtered out of prison, also with the assent of the authorities . . . "
(AWTW, page 32) In this paragraph, Avakian's acolytes refer to the sorrowful Esparza, who ended
up pardoned by his master, Fujimori. Therefore, it shouldn't surprise us if the self-appointed MPP-
Malmo (Sweden) announced in a communique the suspension of all criticism against CoRIM and
Yankee Revisionists. The handful of individuals in Malmo and Copenhagen are the offspring of the
capitulators Esparza and Avakian.

Let's see what the PCP Central Committee tells us on this subject: "We reject and condemn the (10-
12-93) communique by the individual propagating the hoax in Europe. We ask that gentleman: Do
you follow the principles established by President Gonzalo or the dictates of Yankee Imperialism? .
Lenin teaches us that whoever abandons principles betrays." Moreover, "The individuals who
persist in the hoax are a handful of agents of Yankee Imperialism and the genocidal dictatorship.
They spread the propaganda put in circulation last July by the secret services through their
psychological warfare operations, falsely signing to it the name of President Gonzalo, who is
completely isolated and cut off from any communication."

In Summary: The "peace agreement" counterrevolutionary hoax manufactured by the government of
the genocidal Fujimori and Yankee Imperialism with the participation of the black clique in prison
that raises an ROL has been crushed with more and more Marxist-Leninist-Maoist, Gonzalo
Thought People's War, led by the PCP and its Central Committee together with the revolutionary
masses who have closed ranks around President Gonzalo, the Bases of Party Unity and the People's
War, which prepares the People's War strategic counteroffensive toward the Conquest of Power in
all the country.
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The Yankee Revisionists, headed by the glory seeker, Avakian, propagators abroad, together with
the opportunist LAB and the informer AO, of the putrefactive ROL corpse, has lost their footing.
Support for the People's War abroad grows more and more. The revolutionary masses have
unmasked this black clique. We deem fair the call by our comrades in Australia, who together with
the MPP (USA) tell us: BOMBARD THE BOURGEOIS GENERAL HEADQUARTERS OF
CoRIM. Yes, let's crush these revisionist snakes of CoRIM, let's finish off each and every one of
them, not allowing a single one of them to be reestablished! Revisionism is the worst enemy of the
revolution. Yankee Revisionism is the enemy of the People's War in Peru.

BOMBARD AND CRUSH THE BOURGEOIS HEADQUARTERS OF CoRIM!
LONG LIVE THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF PERU AND ITS CENTRAL COMMITTEE!
SUPPORT THE PEOPLES' WAR IN PERU!
UPHOLD, DEFEND AND APPLY MARXISM -LENINISM- MAOISM, GONZALO THOUGHT,
MAINLY GONZALO THOUGHT!
LONG LIVE MAOISM, DEATH TO REVISIONISM!
PEOPLES' WAR UNTIL COMMUNISM!

July 1997. Peru People's Movement (MPP-Switzerland.)


